Introduction
An ultraviolet-laser excitation microscopic photothermal lens imaging system has been designed and constructed for observing chemical compounds in biological cells. One of the ultimate goals of analytical biochemistry is to detect certain target molecules in and around a living cell and to observe molecular behavior in-situ. Although techniques based on single molecule detection of biological species begin to provide a variety of new and essential information on the way life works recently, the target molecules are limited to exceptionally highly fluorescent species even for molecule detection in a simple solution. The greater parts of biologically important chemicals, such as amino acids, nucleotides, proteins, hormones and so on, are natively nonfluorescent. Thus, we aim to develop ultrasensitive detection and imaging methods for nonfluorescent molecules in and around a living cell by improving performance of photothermal techniques. Photothermal spectroscopy is one of the most sensitive detection methods of nonfluorescent chemical species in a liquid solution, and we have reported that photothermal signal is enhanced by two-color exaction, based on transient absorption and nonradiative relaxation of photoabsorbing molecules (1, 2) . For imaging of nonfluorescent molecules in and around a living cell, we have design a new photothermal microscope using the third harmonics of Ti: sapphire laser as the excitation light source. Yeast fungi (diameter @ 5 µmφ) were selected as the target living cells.
Experiments
A schematic illustration of the experimental setup for ultraviolet-laser excitation microscopic photothermal lens imaging is shown in Fig. 1 . The third harmonics of Ti: sapphire laser was used as the excitation light source. Photothermal lens was generated in a sample on a slide glass by the third harmonics (260nm, <1mW). The photothermal lens signal was probed with the fundamental emission (780nm, <3mW) of the Ti: sapphire laser. Both excitation and probe laser beams were focused with a reflection-objective lens (magnification x20, numerical aperture 0.38). The excitation beam was intensity-modulated at 1.1 kHz with an acousto-optic modulator. The probe beam passed through the sample. Light intensity at the probe beam center was monitored with a photodiode connected to an optical fiber. A colored glass filter set between the sample and filer made the excitation beam block. Photothermal lens signal monitored with a lock-in amplifier was obtained from the AC output . The DC output of the photodiode was used to monitor the transmitted light intensity. The sample was set on a XYZ-mechanical stage compute-controlled with laboratory-made software. Typically, the 20 µm x 20 µm area was observed with 0.5 µm of a scanning step. Three images of photothermal amplitude and phase, and transmitted probe beam intensity were simultaneously obtained. The samples used were a) red plastic film, b) silver nano-colloid, and c) yeast fungi cells on a commonly used slide glass under a cover slip (Matsunami, 0.15 mm thick), or on a quartz plate under a quartz cover slip (0.7 mm thick).
Results and Discussion
The ultraviolet-visible absorption (extinction) spectrum of the yeast fungi in water showed optical absorption below 305 nm of wavelength and a scattering peak at 600 nm (Fig. 2) . It is expected that excitation light at 260nm is absorbed and scattered by the yeast cells while the probe beam at 780nm is scattered. It was found that the commonly used slide glass and the Matsunami cover slip generated a strong photothermal signal while the quartz plate and the quartz cover slip generated no signal.. It seems possible to discriminate signal of the cells from signal from the glasses because the microscopic photothermal lens measurements has a depth resolution, but we have not performed a precise investigation of the possibility yet. Photothermal images of the yeast cells are obtained using quarts glasses. 
Summary
We have developed an ultraviolet-excitation photothermal microscope and photothermal images of a variety of samples were obtained. We are checking the special resolution in lateral and depth directions. Optical damages of the yeast fungi cells under the ultraviolet laser irradiation are going to be evaluated. Experiments on the thermal lens signal enhancement in living cells are also in planning for highly sensitive observation of the distribution of nonfluorescent molecules in the cells. 
